
Sir, 

Re yesterday’s article “Axe juries biased against rape victims, says solicitor”,  there are 

a few things you should know about Harriet Wistrich before you give credence to 

anything she says. 

She and her lover Julie Bindel run a registered charity called Justice For Women.  

It was these two women who were behind the appeal of convicted murderess Sally 

Challen. At her second appeal, Challen was portrayed as the victim of a coercively 

controlling estranged husband. From her first appeal in 2011, it is clear that she rather 

than Richard Challen was the one exerting such control: 

https://archive.org/details/challen-first-appeal 

Also, on the day of the murder, she put a hammer in her handbag, which was clear 

evidence of premeditation. Last year, Challen was said to have “disclosed” to Miss 

Wistrich that she had been the victim of marital rape, a claim that was not made at her 

trial for the obvious reason. 

Other killers they have supported include Zoora Shah - who poisoned her lover, killing 

him at the second attempt, and Jane Andrews, who is now back behind bars where she 

belongs. Both these murderesses claimed to have been raped by their victims. 

Their star catch though was convicted murderess and serial false rape accuser Emma 

Humphreys. They have actually instituted an annual Emma Humphreys Prize. I would 

invite you to compare the documented facts about the Humphreys case with their 

bizarre interpretation: 

https://writing.wikinut.com/The-Canonisation-Of-Emma-Humphreys/34q9z807/ 

Finally, you might like to contact the falsely accused Alexander Economou who will I 

am sure be pleased to comment on the way he was treated by Miss Wistrich and David 

de Freitas, the father of Economou’s false accuser. 

Indeed, Miss Wistrich and Miss Bindel follow the feminist narrative that anytime a 

woman commits a bad act, including murder, she has been driven to it by a man. 

Thankfully, the law does not work like that. If juries are acquitting “too many” 

defendants this is because the CPS is bringing far too many weak cases, and I would 

refer you in the first instance to the ludicrous Mark Pearson case and that of 

schoolteacher Kato Harris. 

Yours Faithfully, 

A Baron 

https://www.infotextmanuscripts.org/falserape/a-false-rape-timeline.html 
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